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ABSTRACT

Context. Extraordinary observations of the Orion Bar by JWST have shown, for the first time, the incredible richness of polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) emission bands and their variation on very small scales. These variations are the result of photochemical
evolution of the PAH carrier.
Aims. We aim to probe the photochemical evolution of PAHs across the key zones of the ideal photodissociation region (PDR) that is
the Orion Bar using unsupervised machine learning.
Methods. We used JWST NIRSpec IFU and MIRI MRS observations of the Orion Bar from the JWST Early Release Science
programme PDRs4All (ID: 1288). We levered bisecting k-means clustering to generate highly detailed spatial maps of the spectral
variability in the 3.2–3.6, 5.95–6.6, 7.25–8.95, and 10.9–11.63 µm wavelength regions. We analysed and subsequently described the
variations in the cluster profiles and connected them to the conditions of the physical locations from which they arise. We interpreted
the origin of the observed variations with respect to the following key zones: the H II region, the atomic PDR zone, and the layers of
the molecular PDR zone stratified by the first, second, and third dissociation fronts (DF 1, DF 2, and DF 3, respectively).
Results. Observed PAH emission exhibits spectral variation that is highly dependent on the spatial position in the PDR. We find
the 8.6 µm band to behave differently than all other bands, which vary systematically with one another. Notably, we find a uniform
variation in the 3.4–3.6 µm bands and 3.4/3.3 intensity ratio. We attribute the carrier of the 3.4–3.6 µm bands to a single side group
attached to very similarly sized PAHs. Further, cluster profiles reveal a transition between characteristic profile classes of the 11.2 µm
feature from the atomic to the molecular PDR zones. We find the carriers of each of the profile classes to be independent, and reason
the latter to be PAH clusters existing solely deep in the molecular PDR. Clustering also reveals a connection between the 11.2 and
6.2 µm bands and that clusters generated from variation in the 10.9–11.63 µm region can be used to recover those in the 5.95–6.6 µm
region.
Conclusions. Clustering is a powerful and comprehensive tool for characterising PAH spectral variability on both spatial and spectral
scales. For individual bands as well as global spectral behaviours, we find ultraviolet processing to be the most important driver of the
evolution of PAHs and their spectral signatures in the Orion Bar PDR.

Key words. astrochemistry – techniques: spectroscopic – ISM: molecules – photon-dominated region (PDR) – infrared: ISM –
ISM: individual objects: Orion Bar

1. Introduction

Infrared (IR) spectra are dominated by a rich set of emission fea-
tures at wavelengths ranging from around 3 to 20 µm, referred
to as aromatic infrared bands (AIBs). The most prominent of
these features have been identified predominantly at 3.3, 6.2,
7.7, 8.6, 11.2, 12.7, and 16.4 µm. A wealth of weaker features
have been observed including at 3.4, 3.5, 5.25, 5.76, 6.0, 6.9,
10.5, 11.0, 12.0, 13.5, 14.2, 15.8, 17.0, 17.4, and 17.8 µm as
well. These features are commonly attributed to polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) or related species (Sellgren
1984; Leger & Puget 1984; Allamandola et al. 1985, 1989). For a
detailed spectroscopic inventory in the Orion photodissociation
region (PDR), we refer the reader to Chown et al. (2024).

PAHs are pervasive in the Universe and their signature broad
emission features dominate the IR emission of almost all
UV-visible illuminated interstellar environments. PAHs reside
predominantly in PDRs where the physics and chemistry of
the gas are driven by far-ultraviolet (FUV; 6–13.6 eV) photons
(Verstraete et al. 1996; Genzel et al. 1998; Moutou et al. 1999;
Hony et al. 2001; Geers et al. 2006; Armus et al. 2007). These
emission bands do indeed arise from the vibrational emission
cascade of PAHs upon absorption of such photons (Leger &
Puget 1984; Allamandola et al. 1985, 1989; Sellgren et al. 1983;
Hony et al. 2001).

Previous studies revealed the presence of distinct variations
in the profiles of the main PAH bands, which led to their classi-
fication in classes A, B, C, and D and transitions between them
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(Peeters et al. 2002; van Diedenhoven et al. 2004; Sloan et al.
2007; Matsuura et al. 2014). These studies also revealed that
largely but not unequivocally classifications of one PAH band
had predictive values for the classification of other PAH bands.

Peeters et al. (2002) identified classes A, B, and C for the
6.2, 7.7, and 8.6 µm bands largely based on their peak positions.
Class A represents the profiles with the bluest peak position,
class C those with the reddest peak position, and class B pro-
files with intermediate peak positions. Class A and B for the
7.7 µm complex also showed a dominant 7.6 µm component and
a dominant 7.8 µm component, respectively. Those that do not
show a typical 7.7 µm complex have been assigned to class C
and peak near 8.2 µm. A fourth class, D, shows broad emis-
sion peaking near 8 µm (Matsuura et al. 2014). van Diedenhoven
et al. (2004) extended the classification to the 3.3 and 11.2 µm
bands. Class A3.3 profiles are symmetric, with more blue peak
positions whereas class B3.3 profiles are asymmetric and have
peak positions towards the red. They identifed class A11.2 profiles
if they peaked between 11.20–11.24 µm, whereas those profiles
belonging to the B11.2 category peaked instead at ∼ 11.24 µm.
Both studies also found that in most cases, objects that belong to
class A (B or C) for one band, also belong to A (B or C) for the
other bands. Moreover, the profile classes also strongly depend
on object type and interstellar medium (ISM) -type sources
exhibit class A profiles (Peeters et al. 2002; van Diedenhoven
et al. 2004).

The emission characteristics of PAHs are coupled to the
physical conditions of the regions in which they reside. Param-
eters describing the local physical conditions, such as the FUV
radiation field strength, gas density, and gas temperature deter-
mine the molecular attributes of the local PAH population
(Bakes & Tielens 1994; Galliano et al. 2008; Pilleri et al. 2012;
Sidhu et al. 2022; Knight et al. 2022a). In turn, these changes
drive variability in the observed PAH emission signatures (Joblin
et al. 1996; Berné et al. 2007; Pilleri et al. 2012; Boersma et al.
2016; Candian et al. 2014; Peeters et al. 2017; Bauschlicher et al.
2008; Bauschlicher 2009; Ricca et al. 2012; Hony et al. 2001). A
photochemical evolution of the underlying population of emit-
ting PAH species must give rise to this observed variability in
PAH emission signatures.

The effect of physical changes to the emitting PAH popu-
lation on their observed spectral signatures are well realised;
however, our understanding of the mechanism for these changes
is limited. This is mainly due to the highly blended nature
of these spectral signatures, and to combinations of insuffi-
cient sensitivity, spatial resolution, and spectral resolution of
the IR facilities used to observe them historically. The James
Webb Space Telescope (JWST) is able to resolve, with an unri-
valled spatial resolution, the highly blended spectral signatures
of PAHs in the IR wavelength regime. Hence, JWST is ideally
suited to improve our understanding of the mechanisms of the
photochemical evolution of PAHs.

As part of the PDRs4All JWST Early Release Science (ERS)
programme 1288, we used high spatial resolution spectroscopic
data to directly probe the photochemical evolution of PAHs. We
used IR observations of a nearby PDR, the Orion Bar, which is
an ideal source for such a study. This well-studied, nearby star-
forming region is known to exhibit strong PAH emission and is
oriented in space in an edge-on fashion (see Fig. 1). We exploited
the high spatial resolution of these JWST observations to study
the key physical zones within the PDR in great detail.

In addition to having access to this ideal JWST dataset, we
lever the powerful pattern recognition abilities of an unsuper-
vised machine learning algorithm to expand our understanding

of PAH emission variability in the Orion Bar. Unsupervised
machine learning is a branch of machine learning which involves
the use of algorithms that do not require labels on input datasets.
That is to say that these algorithms work to extract underlying
relationships between features they detect on their own. Due to
the nature of such algorithms, unsupervised techniques are ideal
for analyses in which the outcome or results are largely unknown.
Unsupervised machine learning algorithms can therefore act as
powerful tools which can, when employed thoughtfully, reveal
underlying information in datasets such as PAH emission spec-
tra which may not be extracted by classical analysis techniques
alone.

Machine learning methodologies in general have become
increasingly popular among astronomers (e.g. Rhea et al. 2021;
Laurens et al. 2021; Davies et al. 2019; Tammour et al. 2016;
Meng et al. 2023). For a detailed overview of machine learn-
ing techniques employed in astronomy, we refer the reader to
Baron (2019). While these methods are relatively new to study-
ing PAH emission variations, some recent studies have explored
using unsupervised machine learning as a technique to probe the
characteristics of PAH variability through their spectral emission
features (e.g. Rapacioli et al. 2005a; Berné et al. 2007; Sidhu
et al. 2021, 2022; Zang et al. 2019; Boersma et al. 2014). In
line with our own study, Boersma et al. (2014) applied a tra-
ditional k-means clustering algorithm to PAH emission spectra
in the PDR of NGC 7023. Zang et al. (2019) used clustering
on the spatial structures of PAH species maps for the 7–9 µm
emission region in NGC 2023 to understand the population car-
rying these bands. Sidhu et al. (2021, 2022) have used Principal
Component Analysis (an unsupervised dimensionality reduction
technique) to probe drivers in the variability of observed PAH
bands in various reflection nebulae.

We aim to expand on the goals of these studies and estab-
lish the promise of bisecting k-means clustering (and clustering
algorithms in general) as a powerful tool for PAH spectral analy-
ses. In Sect. 2, we describe the observations, data reduction and
pre-processing steps, and we outline the bisecting k-means algo-
rithm itself. In Sect. 3, we detail the goals and methodology of
the analysis. In Sect. 4, we present the results from each of our
clustering experiments in detail and discuss their implications in
Sect. 5. Finally, we summarise our results and highlight the per-
formance of our unsupervised machine learning algorithm as a
tool for PAH analysis in Sect. 6.

2. The Orion Bar

The Orion Nebula is arguably the best-studied H II region to
date, illuminated by the brightest member of the Trapezium
cluster, θ1 Ori C, an O6V type star with an effective temperature
of 38 950 K (O’Dell et al. 2008, 2017). Centred on the Trapez-
ium cluster is a large ionised cavity, beyond which a molecular
cloud is located that is composed of gas and dust that are bright
at mid-infrared (MIR) wavelengths. Beyond this, along the outer
boundary of the Orion Nebula, is a large, expanding shell of neu-
tral gas that is being driven outwards by stellar winds emanating
from the Trapezium cluster (Pabst et al. 2019). Part of this PDR
boundary is the Bar itself, which is a compressed shell, observed
edge-on (Salgado et al. 2016). The Orion Bar is often referred
to as the ‘Bright Bar’ or the ‘Bar’ (e.g. Elliott & Meaburn
1974; Tielens et al. 1993; O’Dell et al. 2020). In the following,
we name it the Bar. Within the Bar, gas densities have been
found to range from a few 104 cm−3 in the atomic PDR (Tielens
et al. 1993; Bernard-Salas et al. 2012) to 0.5–1.0 × 105 cm−3
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Fig. 1. Schematic sketch of the anatomy of the Bar. The dimensions
perpendicular to the bar are not to scale but are given at the bottom of
the sketch. We also note that foreground material is not depicted. This
includes a layer of ionised gas (O’Dell et al. 2020) and the Veil (e.g.
Rubin et al. 2011; Boersma et al. 2012; van der Werf et al. 2013; Pabst
et al. 2019, 2020). Figure taken from Peeters et al. (2024).

within the ambient molecular PDR (Tielens & Hollenbach 1985;
Goicoechea et al. 2017; Bernard-Salas et al. 2012; Hogerheijde
et al. 1995). The maximum strength of the FUV radiation field
(G0) varies between 2.2 and 7.1 × 104 at the ionisation front
(IF), with a median value of 5.9 × 104 (Peeters et al. 2024).

At a distance of 0.235 pc from the ionising source, θ1 Ori
C, the IF is very sharp (approximately 0.005 pc wide) and is
well traced by the [FeII] 1.644 µm and [OI] 6300 Å emission
(e.g. Tielens et al. 1993; Bernard-Salas et al. 2012; Herrmann
et al. 1997; Ossenkopf et al. 2013). The IF marks the bound-
ary between the ionised cavity (predominantly H II gas) and the
PDR. After this point, the gas is predominantly neutral, atomic
H, and emission from low ionisation potential energy species
such as C, S, and Fe in the near-infrared (NIR) regime and
from aromatic particles (such as PAHs) in the MIR is observed.
A transition from predominantly neutral to molecular hydrogen
takes place approximately 15′′ (∼0.03 pc) from the IF due to
attenuation of the FUV photon flux. We observe three consec-
utive ridges in the Bar which are the edges of this transition
zone, the dissociation front, abbreviated as ‘DF’ (Habart et al.
2024; Peeters et al. 2024). These ridges can be likened to a
terraced-field-like structure with three steps that we view edge-
on. We refer to each of them as DF 1, DF 2, and DF 3 (according
to the nomenclature established in Habart et al. 2024) in order
of increasing distance from the IF, respectively (see Fig. 1).
Observations have not yet pinpointed the exact location for the
transition zone from neutral to molecular hydrogen (e.g. Tauber
et al. 1995; Wyrowski et al. 1997; Cuadrado et al. 2019; Salas
et al. 2019), though Habart et al. (2024) and Peeters et al. (2024)
find this transition zone to coincide most closely with DF 2. The
density of the gas in the molecular PDR is nH ≃ 105–106 cm−3

(Habart et al. 2024; Peeters et al. 2024). This spatial stratification
between ionised, atomic and neutral, and molecular gas has been
extensively studied and confirmed by several series of IR and
radio observations (e.g. Habart et al. 2023; Peeters et al. 2024;
Tielens et al. 1993; Goicoechea et al. 2016) and are illustrated in
Fig. 1.

The Bar is an ideal probe of the PDR environment as its
edge-on orientation and close proximity allows for probing of
the stratified PDR morphology in order to investigate the photo-
processing of the gas and dust in relation to spatial proximity to
the ionising source (e.g. Cesarsky et al. 2000; Goicoechea et al.
2015; Knight et al. 2021). The Bar is thus an ideal source for
studying the photochemical evolution of PAHs. Further, as the
Bar is so well-studied, it acts as a well-calibrated control upon
which to derive new and reliable results using novel, high-quality
technology (i.e. JWST).

3. Methodology

3.1. The data

We use the 0.97–28.3 µm spectroscopic observations of the Bar
taken with JWST as part of the PDRs4All Early Release Science
(ERS) program (ID 12881; Berné et al. 2022; Peeters et al. 2024;
Chown et al. 2024; Van De Putte et al. 2024). The NIRSpec
mosaic is a 9 × 1 mosaic taken with the integral field unit (IFU)
mode at high spectral resolution (R ≈ 2700) from 0.9 to 5.27µm
and centred on α = 05:35:20.4749 and δ = −05:25:10.45 with a
position angle of 43.74◦ (Böker et al. 2022). The MIRI obser-
vations were taken with the medium-resolution spectroscopy
(MRS) observing mode to produce a 9 × 1 pointing mosaic with
a spectral resolution R ranging from ∼1700 to ∼3700. The MIRI
MRS mosaic is positioned to overlap with that of the PDRs4All
JWST NIRSpec IFU observations (Peeters et al. 2024). The field
of view (FOV) for both mosaics is shown in Fig. 2.

The NIRSpec data were taken from Peeters et al. (2024).
The MRS data were re-reduced using version 1.11.1 of the
JWST pipeline2, and JWST Calibration Reference Data System3

(CRDS) context jwst_1097.pmap. We refer the reader to Peeters
et al. (2024), Chown et al. (2024), and Van De Putte et al. (2024),
for a detailed description of the data reduction, calibration and
mosaic stitching techniques.

3.2. Data pre-processing

As we aimed to investigate PAH evolution, we isolated the PAH
emission features we knew to be associated with PAHs, from
our data. We subtracted the continuum emission component and
removed spectral lines from each spectrum in the dataset. We
used the same line list for removal of spectral lines not attributed
to PAHs as was used in Chown et al. (2024), and therefore refer
the reader to Peeters et al. (2024) and Van De Putte et al. (2024)
for these complete inventories corresponding to the NIRSpec and
MIRI MRS datasets, respectively. The continuum components
of the spectra from both the NIRSpec and MIRI MRS datasets
were the same as those used in Peeters et al. (2024) and Chown
et al. (2024), hence we refer readers to Peeters et al. (2024) and
Chown et al. (2024) for a detailed description of how the contin-
uum components were derived for both datasets. For the 7.7 µm
complex, we used an alternative continuum (a linear continuum
instead of a spline continuum) to improve the continuum esti-
mate in the H II region. Edge pixels in both NIRSpec and MIRI
datasets often have unreliable data, so we removed these. We
also masked out all pixels coinciding with proplyds 203–504 and
203–506 (see Fig. 2) to focus our analysis on the PAH emission
at the various depths in the Orion Bar PDR. We made use of the

1 DOI: 10.17909/pg4c-1737 and 10.17909/wqwy-p406
2 https://jwst-pipeline.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
3 https://jwst-crds.stsci.edu/
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Fig. 2. PDRs4All FOVs for both NIRSpec IFU and MIRI MRS datasets are illustrated with the solid and dashed white lines, respectively. The FOVs
are overlaid on a composite NIRCam image of the Bar constructed from PDRs4All imaging data (Habart et al. 2024), where red, green, and blue
are encoded as F335M (3.3 µm aromatic infrared band emission), F470N-F444W (H2 emission), and F187N (Paschen α emission), respectively.
The location of the ionising source, θ1 Ori C, is shown with the white circle in the top right corner of the left panel. The two proplyds, 203–504
and 203–506, are outlined with black circles. Figure adapted from Chown et al. (2024).

MIRI MRS data shortwards of 13.2 µm and the NIRSpec data
between 3.2 and 3.6 µm.

The intensity of the AIB emission varies considerably with
distance from the Trapezium cluster (Habart et al. 2024; Peeters
et al. 2024; Chown et al. 2024). We found that clustering results
without normalisation by total integrated intensity trace solely
the variations in the strength of observed AIB emission. To pre-
vent this effect from dominating the cluster assignment (see
Sect. 3.3 for a description of cluster assignment), we therefore
normalised all continuum-subtracted spectra, cleared of lines, by
their total integrated intensity (over the wavelength range con-
sidered) prior to clustering. We refer to these final spectra as
cleaned, standardised spectra.

3.3. The clustering algorithm

We employed a bisecting k-means clustering algorithm for this
study. We used the open-source Python implementation of the
algorithm in the Scikit-Learn library (Pedregosa et al. 2011).
This clustering scheme is hierarchical in nature as it combines
the strategies of divisive and k-means clustering algorithms to
perform cluster assignment. In this context, clusters were inter-
preted as groups of pixels in a given dataset whose spectra
share similar properties. Going forwards, this algorithm may be
referred to as ‘the clustering algorithm’.

Bisecting k-means clustering applies a divisive hierarchical
clustering scheme (described in detail in Savaresi & Boley 2001;
Steinbach et al. 2000; Wang et al. 1998; Zhao et al. 2005) to the
cleaned, standardised spectra. Each spectrum in the dataset is
assigned a label which designates it as a member of a given clus-
ter. The labelling process is done in a top-down approach which
begins by treating the entire sample of spectra as a single cluster

before iteratively splitting the clusters further. In each iteration
of splitting, the cluster which has the highest variance between
members is split into two (‘bisecting’). The splitting of a given
cluster into two is done via k-means (e.g. Forgy 1965) clustering,
which involves an assignment of cluster members such that the
total Euclidean distance between all points and the cluster cen-
troid (the data point at the centre of a cluster) are minimised. For
this specific use case, distance between two spectra can be inter-
preted as Euclidean distance between two n-dimensional vectors
where each spectrum is a vector, each wavelength position an
nth dimension and the intensity there the magnitude of that ‘vec-
tor’ component. K-means clustering is also described in detail
in Boersma et al. (2014). This process is repeated until either
each observation is the only member of each cluster or a preset
number of clusters, specified by the user, has been reached. The
optimal number of clusters for a given dataset can be determined
using a number of analytic methodologies, though whether the
optimal number of clusters for a given dataset has been found is
outside the scope of this study.

As we do not set out to characterise or classify the PAH emis-
sion profiles in the Bar, we employed heuristic methods, such
as consulting distortion curves and silhouette scores, strictly to
support our analyses. We consulted these metrics to know the
quality of our clustering applications only as it supported our
understanding of the variation in the local PAH population which
we probed.

In order to quantify the quality of cluster assignments
throughout our experiments, we fitted our clustering algo-
rithm for a range of total clusters and examine the relationship
between the distortion within clusters as a function of the num-
ber of clusters. Distortion was calculated as the average sum
of squared Euclidean distances between each cluster member
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and corresponding centroid. The inflection point on this curve
(known as the ‘elbow point’) was used to identify the optimal
number of clusters detected by the clustering algorithm within
the dataset.

We also used a silhouette score (S ) to quantify the quality
of our clustering. The silhouette score is a value ranging from
0 to 1 that quantifies the goodness of cluster assignment and is
given by Eq. (1), where a is the average distance between each
point within a cluster and b is the average distance between all
clusters:

S =
b − a

max(a, b)
. (1)

The silhouette score for a set of clusters close to 0 indicates
the clusters are indifferent from one another. At the same time,
a score close to 1 indicates that clusters are well-distinguished
from one another.

Bisecting k-means is a popular algorithm for many unsuper-
vised learning applications such as document retrieval, pattern
recognition and image analysis due to its use of hierarchical
binary taxonomy (Zhao et al. 2005; Steinbach et al. 2000). It
is also ideal for this science application for multiple reasons.
Its hierarchical nature enables us to probe increasingly specific
groups of spectra based on both large-scale and more subtle vari-
ability. Bisecting k-means also offers improvements over basic
k-means clustering in both computational power and the ability
to recognize irregularly shaped (non-circular) clusters, especially
in cases where the number of clusters is much smaller than
the sample size (e.g. Zhao et al. 2005; Steinbach et al. 2000;
Bangoria Bhoomi 2014; Ristoski et al. 2015). It is important to
note, however, that bisecting k-means does not resolve a funda-
mental shortcoming of the k-means clustering algorithm, that is,
the general convergence on a solution regardless of the dataset
(e.g. Selim & Ismail 1984; Banerjee et al. 2015; Di & Gou 2018).

In order to focus cluster assignments on changes in spec-
tral profiles of specific PAH features or regions, we only applied
the clustering algorithm to selected wavelength ranges: 3.2–3.6,
5.95–6.6, 7.25–8.95, and 10.9–11.63 µm to cover the main vibra-
tional emission bands at 3.3, 6.2, 7.7, and 11.2 µm, respectively.
For each of these experiments pertaining to a single PAH emis-
sion band (the 3.3, 6.2, 7.7, and 11.2 µm wavelength regions), a
single round of clustering was applied to the input dataset. In the
case of the experiment using all the MIRI MRS data shortwards
of 13.2 µm, we applied an initial round of clustering to the data
with a total of three clusters specified. Three clusters were cho-
sen for this initial round of clustering to capture the H II region,
the atomic PDR, and the molecular PDR zones within the MIRI
MRS footprint with the intention of focusing subsequent rounds
of clustering on the atomic PDR zone. We isolated pixels identi-
fied by the clustering algorithm that belonged to the atomic PDR
where the PAH emission dominates. We examined the result-
ing clusters and identified the cluster which coincided spatially
most closely with the atomic PDR. We then masked out all pix-
els which did not belong to this cluster, and applied a secondary
round of clustering to this subset of pixels only. We refer to this
specific experiment as ‘atomic PDR-focused’ clustering.

For each experiment, once clustering had been applied, the
global properties of the spectra belonging to each cluster were
analysed by constructing the PAH emission profiles that belong
to each cluster. This was done by averaging the intensity at
each wavelength position across all cleaned, standardised spectra
assigned to a given cluster. In the same way, the standard devia-
tion at each wavelength position was calculated for all cleaned,

standardised spectra belonging to the same cluster as a measure
of the dispersion within the cluster spectra. Differences between
these spectral profiles were then directly compared. We also
examined the spatial locations of the pixels belonging to each
cluster with respect to physical structures in the Bar such as the
IF, and each of the three dissociation fronts.

4. Results

We used clustering as a tool to probe the variation of observed
PAH emission in both spatial and spectral dimensions. We
emphasise that we did not set out to use the clustering algorithm
to classify PAH emission into any discrete number of classes.
Instead, we studied this variability to further our understanding
of the (photochemical) evolution of the underlying PAH popula-
tion. At the same time, we tested the abilities of employing such
an unsupervised machine learning technique for spectral analysis
of PAH emission. We did so by examining the clustering results
(Sect. 4) while considering those revealed by traditional spectral
analysis methods (Sect. 5).

We report the results for each of the 3.3, 11.2, 6.2 and
7–9 µm region cluster experiments, using a total of four clus-
ters each. For clustering applied with four clusters, the average
silhouette scores vary between 0.30 and 0.52 for the above wave-
length regions. We found the elbow of the distortion curves for
each wavelength range to occur at four clusters (except that of
the 7–9 µm region which occurs at five clusters) and the cor-
responding silhouette scores to be acceptable for the purposes
of our analysis. Therefore, we compare the results from each
experiment with four clusters and give give the results from clus-
tering with higher numbers of clusters in Appendix B. We also
report the results from the atomic PDR-focused clustering exper-
iment for the entire MIRI MRS wavelength range shortwards of
13.2 µm. For each wavelength range experiment, we show the
elbow plots in Appendix A and the silhouette scores and elbow
points for each in Table A.1.

4.1. The 3.2–3.6 µm region

Many PAH emission bands arise in the 3.2–3.6 µm region, the
strongest of which being the 3.29 µm band. Weaker bands arising
from PAHs include the 3.25 and 3.33 µm components. We note
that the 3.25 and 3.33 µm bands are not as clearly detected in
the averaged spectra shown in Fig. 3 as the others (Peeters et al.
2024). The 3.40 µm band is composed of three sub-components
centred at 3.395, 3.403, and 3.424 µm (Peeters et al. 2024) and
sit on top of a broad plateau emission component in this region
(Geballe et al. 1989; Sloan et al. 1997). Unlike the aromatic com-
ponents which make up the 3.3 µm band, these components arise
from aliphatic side groups on PAHs (Joblin et al. 1996; Maltseva
et al. 2018; Bernstein et al. 1996; Pla et al. 2020; Buragohain
et al. 2020).

The 3.29 µm feature dominates the emission profile in this
wavelength region, the 3.4 µm band being weaker. The 3.29 and
3.4 µm bands are the strongest features in the averaged profiles
for each cluster. As such, these features largely affect the clus-
ter assignment as seen in the average spectral profiles for each
cluster (Fig. 3). Indeed, the cluster profiles clearly trace varia-
tions in the 3.4/3.3 peak intensity ratio. In addition, the cluster
profiles probe the relative intensity in roughly the 3.33–3.6 µm
interval with respect to the 3.29 µm PAH intensity and show
subtle variation in the strength of the blue wing of the 3.29 µm
band. These variations are linked with each other: enhanced
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Fig. 3. Average spectral profile (left) and spatial footprint (right) for all clusters determined in the 3.2–3.6 µm region. Each cluster is labelled with
an integer numbered 1 through 4 (in an arbitrary manner). Left panel: The shaded regions around each profile illustrate one standard deviation from
the mean profile intensity at a given wavelength value. Each spectrum is normalised to its peak 3.3 µm intensity for visualisation purposes. Right
panel: The spatial footprint of the NIRSpec FOV colour-coded by cluster assignment. Any masked pixels or those that have been otherwise masked
out are labelled with 0. The black, dashed lines indicate the locations of the ionisation front (IF) and the three dissociation fronts (DF 1, DF 2 and
DF 3) as defined in Peeters et al. (2024) using nomenclature established in Habart et al. (2024).

3.4/3.29 peak intensity ratio corresponds to enhanced overall
3.33–3.6 µm emission with respect to the 3.29 µm PAH intensity
and enhanced width of the 3.29 µm profile.

Indeed, the clustering assignment is determined by the emis-
sion in the 3.4–3.6 µm wavelength interval. We re-applied the
clustering to only the 3.29 µm feature by selecting only the
emission in the 3.2–3.36 µm wavelength interval. We found no
significant difference between the profiles of the 3.29 µm fea-
ture from this round of clustering and the results from clustering
on the entire 3.2–3.6 µm range. The cluster zone map from this
round of clustering can be found in Fig. B.6. The H II region
remains in its own cluster, however a portion of the molecu-
lar PDR behind DF 1 now joins the cluster which covers the
atomic PDR. The slight broadening of the 3.29 µm feature with
increasing distance from the IF as well as the variation in the
strength of the blue wing are also observed by Chown et al.
(2024) and Peeters et al. (2024).

The spatial zones within the PDR to which each cluster pro-
file corresponds are shown in Fig. 3. The four clusters form very
regions in the NIRSpec FOV that are parallel to the IF and thus
to the stratification within PDRs. Specifically, the largest region
encompasses the atomic PDR and represents cluster 1. This clus-
ter exhibits the smallest 3.4/3.29 peak intensity ratio, the smallest
(3.33–3.6)/3.29 emission, and the smallest full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of the 3.29 µm PAH. Subsequently, cluster
2 exhibits a slightly enhanced 3.4/3.29 peak intensity ratio with
respect to cluster 4. Cluster 2 encompasses the pixels in the H II
region, along DF 1, and the region between DF 1 and DF 2. Com-
pared to cluster 2, cluster 3 exhibits again a slightly enhanced
3.4/3.29 peak intensity ratio and originates from DF 2, most of
the region between DF 2 and DF 3, and the region beyond DF 3.
Finally, cluster 4, with the largest 3.4/3.29 peak intensity ratio,
traces DF 3 as well as a small region just behind DF 2.

4.2. The 5.95–6.6 µm region

The 6.2 µm band dominates PAH emission in the 5.95–6.6 µm
wavelength region, peaking at 6.212 µm. Distinct weaker fea-
tures also present themselves at 6.024 and 6.395 µm (Chown
et al. 2024), but are not strongly pronounced in the profiles of
the mean cluster spectra presented in Fig. 4.

The 6.2 µm band very clearly governs the cluster assignment
within this wavelength interval as it is the most prominent fea-
ture here. We do not observe any variation in the location of
the peak intensity for the 6.2 µm band between clusters, though
variation in the width of this profile is present. Notably, the
red wing of the 6.2 µm band varies slightly more than what is
observed for the blue wing. However, variation in the contribu-
tion from the 6.024 µm component is observed across clusters.
The 6.395 µm component has a very subtle contribution to the
6.2 µm profile which is present only in two of the mean cluster
profiles. Once again, these spectral variations correlate with one
another. As profiles decrease in width, the 6.024/6.2 intensity
ratio also decreases but the prominence of the 6.395 µm feature
increases.

We now consider each cluster in order of decreasing FWHM
of the 6.2 µm profile. First, cluster 4 has the widest profile with
a barely noticeable 6.395 µm component and highest 6.024/6.2
intensity ratio, and is found in DF 3 and a filament behind DF 2.
Next, cluster 3 arises in part of the H II region, in DF 2, in most
of the region bounded by DF 2 and DF 3, and beyond DF 3.
Subsequently, cluster 2 which exhibits a noticeable 6.395 µm
component traces the IF and a zone which extends from a hard
boundary just in front of DF 2, to a softer, more blended bound-
ary with cluster 1 in front of DF 1. A few pixels at the farthest
edge of the FOV from the ionising source behind DF 3 as well
as in the H II region also belong to cluster 2. Lastly, cluster 1 has
the narrowest 6.2 µm band profile and most obvious presence of
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Fig. 4. Average spectral profile (left) and spatial footprint (right) for all clusters determined in the 5.95–6.6 µm region. Each cluster is labelled with
an integer numbered 1 through 4 (in an arbitrary manner). Left panel: The shaded regions around each profile illustrate one standard deviation from
the mean profile intensity at a given wavelength value. Each spectrum is normalised to its peak 6.2 µm intensity for visualisation purposes. Right
panel: The spatial footprint of the MIRI MRS FOV is colour-coded by cluster assignment. Any masked pixels or those that have been otherwise
masked out are labelled with a 0. The black, dashed lines indicate the locations of the IF, DF 1, DF 2 and DF 3.

Fig. 5. Average spectral profile (left) and spatial footprint (right) for all clusters determined in the 7.25–8.95 µm region. Each cluster is labelled with
an integer numbered 1 through 4 (in an arbitrary manner). Left panel: the shaded regions around each profile illustrate one standard deviation from
the mean profile intensity at a given wavelength value. Each spectrum is normalised to its peak 7.7 µm intensity for visualisation purposes. Right
panel: the spatial footprint of the MIRI MRS FOV is colour-coded by cluster assignment. Any masked pixels or those that have been otherwise
masked out are labelled with a 0. The black, dashed lines indicate the locations of the IF, DF 1, DF 2 and DF 3.

the 6.395 µm feature. Cluster 1 covers most of the atomic PDR.
The boundaries of the clusters assigned to this wavelength region
are mostly parallel to the IF. However, more gradient-like tran-
sitions between zones are observed (see the transition between
clusters 2 and 1 or between clusters 2 and 3 in the H II region)
for this wavelength region which are not observed for the 3.2–3.6
or 10.9–11.63 µm regions.

The pixelation of the boundaries between the clusters from
the 6.2 µm wavelength band can be attributed to the fact that the
changes probed by the clustering algorithm are (almost) solely

the FWHM of the main 6.2 µm band and the variation in the
(slight) broadening of this feature takes place very gradually.
The pixelation may also be attributed to the nature of bisect-
ing k-means clustering. The clustering algorithm operates under
the assumption that all clusters are circular in shape, there-
fore those variations which deviate from this geometry will not
result in well-defined cluster boundaries. If the variation between
cluster zones is, in reality, not linearly separable, then the clus-
tering algorithm in general will struggle to establish well-defined
boundaries.
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4.3. The 7.25–8.95 µm region

There are multiple components to the 7.25–8.95 µm PAH emis-
sion (Bregman et al. 1989; Peeters et al. 2002; Cohen et al. 1989),
the most prominent of which is the 7.7 µm complex, followed by
the 8.6 µm band. The 7.626 µm feature forms the main compo-
nent of the 7.7 µm complex, accompanied by other strong bands
at 7.8 and 7.85 µm. Weak features at 7.43, 8.223 and 8.330 µm
are also present, though subtle (Chown et al. 2024).

These features are all observed in the mean spectral pro-
files for each of the clusters calculated in this wavelength region
(Fig. 5). We observe four cluster profiles which vary most notice-
ably in the width of the 7.7 µm profile and the 8.6/7.7 intensity
ratio, as well as in the relative strength of the weaker 7.43 and
7.626 µm components. As the width of the 7.7 µm component
decreases, the strength of the 8.6/7.7 intensity ratio increases.
The presence of the 7.43 µm component also varies between
clusters, though independently from the width of the 7.7 µm
complex and the 7.8/7.626 intensity ratio.

The spatial zones of each of these clusters are well-defined
(Fig. 5). Cluster 4, which exhibits the widest 7.7 µm profile, cov-
ers a large portion of the molecular PDR behind DF 2. This
cluster zone is bounded by DF 2 and DF 3, with some pixels
belonging to cluster 3 between these bounds. Cluster 4 exhibits
the second weakest 8.6/7.7 band intensity ratio and the strongest
7.8/7.626 and 7.85/7.626 band intensity ratios. Cluster 4 also
presents the most prominent 7.43/7.626 bump.

Cluster 3 shows a 7.7 µm profile slightly narrower than that
of cluster 4 and the weakest 8.6/7.7 and 8.33/7.7 intensity ratios.
Cluster 3 is located beyond DF 3 and in two smaller, irregularly
shaped regions just in front of DF 3.

The 8.223 µm component of cluster 3 coincides with that of
cluster 2. Cluster 2 occupies most of the pixels in the molecular
PDR behind DF 1 and in front of DF 2, as well as extends into the
atomic PDR. The profile of cluster 2 has a more narrow 7.7 µm
complex profile than that of cluster 3 but with an overlapping
8.223 µm component. The 8.330/7.7 and 8.6/7.7 ratios, however,
are distinctly enhanced.

Cluster 1 coincides largely with the atomic PDR, with some
pixels extending into the H II region as well. The profile of clus-
ter 1 shows the most narrow 7.7 µm profile and highest 8.6/7.7
intensity ratio. Cluster 1 also shows the weakest 8.223/7.7 and
second weakest 8.330/7.7 µm intensity ratios.

4.4. The 10.9–11.63 µm region

The 10.9–11.63 µm region is dominated by the 11.2 µm emission
band, with weaker bands at 10.95 and 11.005 µm (Chown et al.
2024). The 11.2 µm band is known to exhibit two components at
11.207 and 11.25 µm (Chown et al. 2024).

The 11.2 µm band clearly dominates the PAH emission in
the 10.9–11.63 µm region, as such it plays a key role in clus-
ter assignment here. This is observed in the significant 11.2 µm
profile variations between cluster spectra as shown in Fig. 6,
specifically in the peak positions of the two components and
the strength of the red wing for this prominent band. Addi-
tionally, more subtle variations in the 11.0/11.2 intensity are
observed between the averaged spectral profiles. Profiles for the
11.2 µm band which have a more prominent peak component at
11.207 µm show the weakest red wing and strongest 11.0/11.2
intensity. As peak positions shift to the 11.25 µm component,
the 11.0/11.2 intensity decreases, and the 11.2 µm red wing
component widens.

Spatial correspondence between zones in the PDR and pix-
els from cluster assignment are illustrated in Fig. 6. As was the
case for the 3.2–3.6 µm region, these cluster zones also exhibit
well-defined boundaries roughly parallel to the IF, which cor-
respond to the known physical stratification in PDRs. Cluster 1
arises from the most prominent region and covers most of the
atomic PDR, stopping slightly short of DF 1. This cluster exhibits
an 11.2 µm profile dominated by the 11.207 µm peak, with the
smallest contribution from the 11.25 µm component and weakest
red wing. Cluster 1 also corresponds to the strongest 11.0/11.2
band intensity ratio. Cluster 2 traces the IF, part of the H II
region along the edge of the FOV closest to the ionising source,
and the region surrounding DF 1, stopping just short of DF 2.
The profile for cluster 2 also shows a strong 11.2 µm compo-
nent peaking at 11.207 µm, with a slightly stronger red wing
than that of cluster 1. Accordingly, this profile has the second
strongest 11.0/11.2 band intensity ratio. The 11.0/11.2 intensity
ratio of cluster 2 is similar to that of cluster 3, however the
11.2 µm profile appears doubly peaked, with the strongest com-
ponent at 11.207 µm, though considerable strength in the second
11.25 µm component. Cluster 3 is found in part of the H II region
(bounded by those in cluster 2 on both sides, parallel to the IF),
in a stripe just in front of DF 2, past DF 3 in a region along the
farthest edge of the footprint from the ionising source, and in two
small circular regions just in front of DF 3. Finally, cluster 4 is
found in the region bounded by DF 2 and extends to the rear of
DF 3. This profile has the strongest 11.2 µm component peak-
ing at 11.25 µm, the widest red wing, and the weakest 11.0/11.2
intensity ratio.

4.5. Atomic PDR, 4.9–13.2 µm region

We use the entire wavelength range from the MIRI MRS dataset
shortwards of 13.2 µm in this atomic PDR-focused experiment.
We report results from the initial round of clustering on the entire
MIRI MRS footprint using three clusters, and using four clus-
ters on the portion of the footprint found to coincide with the
atomic PDR from the initial cluster assignment. We also gener-
ate increasingly granular stratification within this region using
increasingly higher numbers of clusters during the secondary
clustering application. We report these findings in Appendix B.

The initial round of clustering yielded three, well-defined
zones (Fig. 7). The H II region was assigned to cluster 3, with
a hard boundary coincident with the IF (plus a few pixels in the
molecular PDR past DF 3 near the farthest edge of the FOV from
the ionising source). The atomic PDR and a small portion of the
first section of the molecular PDR just behind DF 1 belong to
cluster 1. The remaining pixels past the midpoint between DF 1
and DF 2, extending to the far edge of the FOV, are assigned to
cluster 2.

We apply a subsequent clustering round to those pixels
belonging to cluster 1, exclusively. The cluster zones thus gener-
ated are shown in the right-hand panel of Fig. 7. This clustering
application returns very well defined clusters with boundaries
parallel to the IF, that is, it picks out increasingly granular vari-
ations in the local physical conditions. Starting closest to the IF,
cluster 2 is bounded by the IF and a stripe of pixels in front of
proplyd 203–504. This boundary marks the beginning of clus-
ter 4, covering three main stripes of pixels in the atomic PDR,
between which are the pixels belonging to cluster 3. Finally, clus-
ter 1 is centred on DF 1, extending just in front of DF 1 into the
deepest layers of the atomic PDR and out into the first layers of
the molecular PDR past DF 1 (ending in front of DF 2).
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Fig. 6. Average spectral profile (left) and spatial footprint (right) for all clusters determined in the 10.9–11.63 µm region. Each cluster is labelled
with an integer numbered 1 through 4 (in an arbitrary manner). Left panel: the shaded regions around each profile illustrate one standard deviation
from the mean profile intensity at a given wavelength value. Each spectrum is normalised to its peak 11.2 µm intensity for visualisation purposes.
Right panel: the spatial footprint of the MIRI MRS FOV is colour-coded by cluster assignment. Any masked pixels or those that have been otherwise
masked out are labelled with a 0. The black, dashed lines indicate the locations of the IF, DF 1, DF 2 and DF 3.

Fig. 7. Spatial footprint of the MIRI MRS FOV is colour-coded by
cluster assignment calculated on an initial (left) and secondary (right)
round of clustering on all spectral features in the MIRI MRS dataset
shortwards of 13.2 µm. The secondary round of clustering was applied
only to those pixels belonging to cluster 1 in the initial round of cluster-
ing that largely coincide with the atomic PDR. Clusters are labelled 1
through 4 (in an arbitrary manner) and masked pixels are labelled 0.
The black, dashed lines indicate the locations of the IF, DF 1, DF 2 and
DF 3.

5. Discussion

We begin our discussion by noting that trends in the spectral
characteristics of the PAH emission captured by the clustering
algorithm align very closely with those reported by Peeters et al.
(2024) and Chown et al. (2024). In both studies, template spec-
tra were selected from five regions probing the key zones in the
Bar. In addition, Peeters et al. (2024) reported on the 3.2–3.7 µm
PAH emission variability across the NIRSpec mosaic. Chown
et al. (2024) established that spectral variations in this region

are linked to spatially distinct regions (as opposed to a slowly
changing behaviour). Our study serves to expand on these results
by applying unsupervised machine learning to more spatial data
(Chown et al. 2024) and spectral data (Peeters et al. 2024). We
report an elaborate map of the variation in the PAH emission
throughout the Bar based on the study of the entire NIRSpec
and MIRI MRS FOVs. The consistency between our results and
those of these authors therefore highlights the excellent range in
spectral variability captured by the five template spectra in these
previous studies.

5.1. Connecting the clustering results on different PAH
emission regions

We applied the clustering algorithm to several individual, dis-
joint wavelength regions which exhibit strong PAH emission
bands. While the spatial locations of each of the cluster zones
for each wavelength region do not necessarily correspond one-
to-one, we find a relationship between the changes in the mean
spectral profiles for each of the cluster assignments. That is to
say, the variations observed in the PAH bands, traced by the
clustering results, are connected to one another.

In general, those regions which exhibit a strong 3.4/3.3 inten-
sity ratio will also demonstrate broader 6.2 and 7.7 µm bands, a
weaker 8.6/7.7 band intensity ratio, and likely a so-called class B
profile for the 11.2 µm feature. The same trend follows for many
of the weaker PAH bands as well. For example, these same clus-
ter profiles will also show stronger 3.424 µm component and
3.52 µm components in the 3.2–3.7 µm complex, and a weaker
11.005 µm component in the 11 µm region. In contrast, those
clusters which select spectra for their weaker 3.4/3.3 intensity
ratio will correspond to those profiles which also show more
narrow 6.2 and 7.7 µm profiles, stronger 8.6/7.7 band intensity
ratios, and will have a class A 11.2 µm profile peaking closer
to 11.207 µm. At the same time, the 3.424 µm and 3.52 µm
components will weaken and the 11.005 µm component will
strengthen.
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Fig. 8. Average spectral profiles (left) for the 6.2 µm band obtained from clustering assignment based on the 5.95–6.6 µm region and the corre-
sponding cluster zones (right) are given in the top two frames. The average spectral profiles (left) for the 6.2 µm band obtained from clustering
assignment based on the 10.9–11.63 µm region and the corresponding cluster zones (right) are given in the bottom two frames. Left panels: the
shaded regions around each profile illustrate one standard deviation from the mean profile intensity at a given wavelength value. Each spectrum
is normalised to the peak 6.2 µm intensity for visualisation purposes. Right panels: the spatial footprint of the MIRI MRS FOV colour-coded
by cluster assignment. Any masked pixels or those that have been otherwise masked out are labelled as 0. The black, dashed lines illustrate the
locations of the ionisation front (IF) and the three dissociation fronts (DF 1, DF 2 and DF 3) as defined in Peeters et al. (2024) using nomenclature
established in Habart et al. (2024).

It is also interesting to note that the clustering results can
be used, in some cases, to predict the cluster assignments in
other wavelength ranges. Indeed, we find that clustering results
calculated on the 11.2 µm wavelength region recover strikingly
similar clustering results for the 6.2 µm region (see Fig. 8). The
only major difference between the mean cluster spectra, notice-
able by eye, concerns the relative sizes of the 1σ deviations of the
cluster profiles. The variances in the 6.2 µm profiles calculated
using the 11.2 µm cluster assignments are slightly larger than
those that were calculated using the 6.2 µm profile itself. This is
to be expected, given that the clusters were not assigned based
on this information. Overall, the cluster zones themselves also

overlap with one-another quite well. The clusters which coin-
cide with the major zones in the PDR such as the atomic PDR,
molecular PDR, IF, and H II region all agree for the majority of
their pixels. Deviations between the zones are most noticeable in
the boundaries of the clusters themselves, as well as especially
between the zones which lie between DF 2 and DF 3. The clus-
ter zones originating from the 11.2 µm region largely assign the
region of pixels bounded by DF 2 and DF 3 to a single clus-
ter, except for a few smaller groups of pixels. In the case of the
clusters assigned based on the 6.2 µm band, this same cluster
largely just traces DF 3 and the filamentary structure of pixels
just behind DF 2. This result suggests an intrinsic connection
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between the 11.2 and 6.2 µm bands. The carriers of the 11.2
and 6.2 µm bands are known to be largely neutral and cationic,
respectively (e.g. Allamandola et al. 1999). Conditions at the ori-
gin of the variation in the 11.2 µm band are thus also at the origin
of the variations seen in the 6.2 µm band. We discuss possible
carriers in relation to these variations in Sect. 5.4.

Such a very strong connection between clustering results is
not found for other combinations of the other wavelength regions
explored in this study. We illustrate comparisons between the
results generated from clustering on the 7.25–8.95 and 3.2–
3.6 µm regions with those derived from the 10.9–11.63 µm
region in Appendix C. As for the 6.2 µm results, the aver-
age spectral profiles in the 7.25–8.95 and 3.2–3.6 µm regions
derived from the clustering results of the 10.9–11.63 µm region
(see Figs. C.1 and C.2, respectively) are less well defined (i.e.
have enhanced variance). Moreover, they also probe a slightly
smaller range in spectral variability. Nevertheless, these results
showcase the power of this clustering algorithm as a predictive
tool in spectral analysis of PAHs. Should, for example, only a
limited wavelength range be available for study, the variations
in profiles outside of this wavelength range can be extrapolated,
though this has yet to be confirmed by other studies for other
PDRs. This could be done using results from a clustering appli-
cation to the data available and knowledge of the connection
between the bands observed and those that are connected to the
observed bands, but not observed themselves.

Our application of clustering on the 11.2 µm wavelength
region reveals the detailed, gradual transition between the
class A and B profiles for the 11.2 µm band. Indeed, our cluster
zones, coupled with the corresponding mean spectral profiles,
act as a detailed map for this transition. Upon inspection of clus-
tering results for increasingly higher numbers of clusters than
four, we trace this transition in greater detail.

In Fig. B.4, for seven clusters (the highest number of clusters
explored in this study), we see the transition between class A11.2
and class B11.2 profiles given by the cluster zones in great detail.
The transition from class A to class B can be described spec-
troscopically by a slightly decreasing and redshifting 11.207 µm
component combined with an increasing and slightly redshifting
11.25 µm component. Combined, this results in a less steep blue
wing and enhanced red wing for the class B profiles with respect
to class A profiles.

Those profiles which correspond to class A11.2 originate in
the atomic PDR, and transition to class B11.2 profiles with dis-
tance from the ionising source. The purple, green, red and blue
clusters show the strongest class A11.2 profiles, in decreasing
order. The green zone occupies a group of pixels in one of the
outermost layers of the atomic PDR, slightly in front of DF 1,
as well as a thin stripe of pixels just behind the IF and through
the middle of the atomic PDR zone. The red zone lies just in
front of DF 1 and as well consists of a small band of pixels just
behind the IF. The blue profile originates largely between DF 1
and DF 2 but also with some pixels in the H II region. We are
also able to observe, for this number of clusters, more nuance to
the intermediate class A(B)11.2 profiles. These orange and brown
profiles belong largely to the region after the mid-point between
DF 1 and DF 2, excluding DF 3, with some clusters in the H II
region as well. The strongest class B11.2 profile, belonging to the
yellow cluster, solely traces DF 3.

Our clustering results suggest that the carriers of the
class B11.2 profile originate largely in DF 3. The carriers of the
class A11.2 profiles are located throughout the Bar, primarily in
the atomic PDR. However, the cluster zones indicate a transi-
tion to the intermediate class profile when you travel both away

from and in front of the IF (we note that in the latter case the
PAH emission arises from the background PDR). When mov-
ing towards the molecular PDR, we also see the broadening of
most PAH emission profiles and an intensifying 3.4/3.3 band
ratio. The carriers of the class B11.2 profiles thus originate in
the much colder conditions of the molecular PDR, especially
within DF 3 itself. The regions in the cluster zone map given
in Fig. B.4 (along DF 3 and a filament just behind DF 2, seen in
numbers of clusters greater than 4) for 11.2 µm which align with
the most pronounced class B profile are also picked out for the
3.3 and 6.2 µm wavelength regions. These structures are not as
well defined in the case of the 7–9 µm region where they begin
to appear with six clusters (see Fig. B.3).

5.2. Clustering probes the changing physical conditions

We emphasise again that we removed the effects of total inten-
sity from each of the PAH emission regions prior to any of our
clustering experiments (by normalising the input spectra). Nev-
ertheless, the clusters pick up spectral variation corresponding
to different regions in the PDR structure consistently for each of
the wavelength bands used to generate the clusters as illustrated
by the spatial morphology of various cluster zones (Figs. 3 to 6).

We find the atomic PDR, for example, to be largely uniform
for the clusters calculated on the main PAH bands (the 3.3, 6.2,
7–9 and 11.2 µm wavelength regions). In the case of the 3.3 µm
region, the atomic PDR is covered entirely by a single cluster,
even though seven clusters (see Fig. B.1) while for the other
wavelengths just two clusters are found for the atomic PDR (with
one of them covering most of this zone). Similarly, our clus-
tering results cover the H II region quite consistently between
experiments. In all cases, the H II region is mostly covered by
a single cluster, with some variance in the shape of this cluster
zone between those from the 3.3 and 7–9 µm region results and
those from the 6.2 and 11.2 µm regions. In contrast to the other
wavelength regions, the 7–9 µm results assign the H II region
and atomic PDR zones to the same cluster. This is attributed to
the complex interaction of an increased number of spectral fea-
tures present in this extended wavelength regime and their varied
dependencies on the local radiation field. The outer zone of the
molecular PDR is identified in a similar fashion for all cluster-
ing results based on the 3.3, 6.2 and 7–9 µm wavelength regions.
This cluster zone, in each experiment, is well bounded by DF 1
along the edge closest to the IF, and bounded by pixels varying in
position from along DF 2 in the case of the 3.3 µm band results,
slightly in front of DF 2 in the case of the 6.2 µm band and 7–
9 µm region results. The clustering results based on the 11.2 µm
feature instead group pixels centred on DF 1, cutting into both
the atomic PDR and the outer region of the molecular PDR. This
cluster zone also corresponds to a stripe of pixels along the IF
and at the edge of the MIRI FOV closest to the ionising source.
Finally, the deepest zone of the molecular PDR, behind DF 2,
shows the most structure in the clustering results of any of the
zones. This structure is captured by the clusters corresponding to
all four of the major wavelength regions explored and becomes
increasingly detailed when greater numbers of clusters are used
(see Figs. B.1 to B.4). Most notably, the clustering identifies two
filamentary patterns, the first of which coincides with DF 3, the
second of which lies just behind of and at a slight angle with
DF 2.

Overall, we find the molecular zone is split largely into two
distinct clusters. One of which corresponds to the outermost
region of the molecular PDR, overlapping DF 1, and the sec-
ond corresponding to the deeper regions of the molecular PDR,
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coinciding with DF 2 and DF 3. In the case of the cluster zones
derived from the 11.2 µm region, this second cluster zone is
quite uniform. In the cases of the cluster zones derived from the
3.3, 6.2, and 7–9 µm regions, however, this zone is seen to be
split further between a cluster which traces DF 3 and a filament
slightly behind DF 2 (the filament behind DF 2 is not apparent
in the zone map for the 7–9 µm region). For all cases, though,
we observe that the spectral characteristics of the cluster corre-
sponding to DF 1 behave more like to those arising from clusters
covering the atomic PDR and H II region than those arising from
the secondary molecular PDR cluster coincident with DF 2 or
DF 3 (see Figs. 3 to 6). This observation is consistent with the
result reported by Peeters et al. (2024) and Chown et al. (2024)
that the spectra originating in DF 1 often behave more like those
originating in the atomic PDR and H II region than those orig-
inating in DF 2 or DF 3. Habart et al. (2024) and Peeters et al.
(2024) reported that DF 1 is likely located at a greater distance
from us than are DF 2 and DF 3. Hence, a larger column of the
atomic PDR is present in this line of sight (Fig. 1) which may be
driving the characteristics of the PAH emission along it (Peeters
et al. 2024).

Local physical conditions determine the characteristics of the
PAH emission bands we observe. In other words, our cluster-
ing results, based on varying spectral characteristics of the PAH
emission, trace the physical conditions which give rise to these
properties.

5.3. Comparison with previous observations

5.3.1. Relative intensity variation

The clustering highlights several variations in relative intensity
ratios. The observed dependence of the 3.4/3.3 ratio with dis-
tance from the IF and thus with decreasing intensity of the FUV
radiation field is well established and attributed to the lower sta-
bility of the 3.4 µm band carrier (e.g. Geballe et al. 1989; Joblin
et al. 1996; Sloan et al. 1997; Mori et al. 2014; Pilleri et al. 2015).
The clustering extends this behaviour to the 3.46, 3.51, and
3.56 µm bands (relative to the 3.3 µm band). We furthermore
observe an increased importance of the 6.0 µm band (relative
to the 6.2 µm band) with increasing depth into the PDR. Such
a behaviour is consistent with the morphology of both bands in
reflection nebulae (Peeters et al. 2017; Knight et al. 2022b). In
contrast, the 11.0/11.2 ratio decreases with depth into the PDR
due to a decreasing ionisation fraction of the PAH population
(e.g. Rosenberg et al. 2011; Peeters et al. 2012; Boersma et al.
2013; Peeters et al. 2017; Knight et al. 2022a,b). Finally, relative
intensity variations between the 7.6, 7.8, and 8.6 µm bands are
commonly observed. The 7.6/7.8 ratio decreases with decreasing
strength of the radiation field (e.g. Boersma et al. 2014; Peeters
et al. 2017; Stock & Peeters 2017) and the 8.6/7.7 ratio increases
with increasing strength of the radiation field (Peeters et al. 2017;
Knight et al. 2021, 2022b).

5.3.2. Profile variation

Using a set of template spectra of the key zones in the Bar,
Chown et al. (2024) reported class A profiles for the 3.3, 6.2, 7.7,
and 8.6 µm bands, consistent with our results. These authors also
found the profiles of the 11.2 µm band to belong to class A in the
atomic PDR and to class B deep in the molecular PDR (DF 2,
DF 3). This paper further extends these results to the entire
mosaic. While a spatial evolution of the 11.2 µm band profile
with distance to the ionising source had previously been reported

for reflection nebulae (Boersma et al. 2013, 2014; Shannon 2016),
the PDRs4All observations of the Bar report, for the first time,
a class B11.2 profile in the ISM and show the transition between
class A11.2 and B11.2 (this paper and Chown et al. 2024). Our
clustering results as well as Chown et al. (2024) for the five tem-
plate spectra also capture a broadening of the 7.7 µm band in
the direction away from the ionising source. A broadening of
the 7.7 µm profile has previously been observed (e.g. Bregman
& Temi 2005; Boersma et al. 2014; Stock & Peeters 2017). To
our knowledge, a broadening of the A3.3 or A6.2 has not been
previously reported within the ISM.

5.3.3. Basis set of PAH components

A powerful analysis approach of PAH observations is the math-
ematical decomposition of PAH emission spectra as a linear
combinations of elementary spectra using blind signal separa-
tion (BSS) methods (e.g. Boissel et al. 2001; Rapacioli et al.
2005b; Berné et al. 2007). The obtained basis set of elementary
spectra details spatially different components of the observation,
thus each component of the basis set has its unique morphol-
ogy. Generally, three components have been derived which have
been associated with neutral PAHs, cationic PAHs, and evapo-
rating very small grains (eVSGs) or PAH clusters (Berné et al.
2007; Pilleri et al. 2012). The strength of the 7.7/11.2 ratio is
strongest in the cationic PAH component spectrum and weakest
for the neutral PAH component spectrum. The eVSGs compo-
nent spectrum is quite distinct and exhibits slightly redshifted
bands, significantly broadened 7.7 and 11.2 µm profiles and
no 8.6 µm feature (Berné et al. 2007; Foschino et al. 2019).
These studies found that the eVSGs and PAH clusters compo-
nents exist in deeper regions of the PDR, far from the ionising
source. Indeed, a transition, driven by photoprocessing, from
clusters of PAHs to neutral PAHs and eventually to PAH cations
resulting from the increasing strength of the UV radiation field
occurs as distance to the ionising source decreases (Cesarsky
et al. 2000; Boissel et al. 2001; Rapacioli et al. 2005b; Berné
et al. 2007; Pilleri et al. 2012). This is consistent with our cluster-
ing results which also trace a layered stratification across the Bar
which corresponds to varying spectral characteristics as given
in our cluster zone maps. Pilleri et al. (2012) reported a strong
negative correlation between the fraction of eVSGs or PAH clus-
ters and the strength of the local UV radiation field for several
PDRs. These observations serve as evidence for the existence
of a photodestruction process that breaks eVSGs or PAH clus-
ters down into PAH molecules. Evidence for eVSGs as carriers
for the class B profiles identified in Peeters et al. (2002) has
also been found (Foschino et al. 2019). These studies substan-
tiate evidence for PAH clusters as carriers for ‘component 2’ of
the 11.2 µm profile we detect far from the ionising source (see
Sect. 5.4).

5.4. Astrophysical implications

5.4.1. The 3.2–3.6 µm region

While the 3.3 µm profile has been attributed to the aromatic
C-H stretching mode (e.g. Allamandola et al. 1989; Puget &
Léger 1989), various candidates have been put forward for the
carrier of the components in the 3.4–3.6 µm region. These
include the aliphatic C-H stretching mode in methyl (−CH3)
and methylene (−CH2) side groups of PAHs (Allamandola et al.
1989; Joblin et al. 1996; Maltseva et al. 2018; Buragohain et al.
2020; Steglich et al. 2013) and in super-hydrogenated PAHs
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Fig. 9. Linear combinations of the class A11.2 profile and a ‘secondary component’ that recover the ‘intermediate’ 11.2 µm profiles of clusters 3
(left) and 2 (right) from the 10.9–11.63 µm wavelength region (see Sect. 5.4 for details). The cluster profile is shown in blue and green in the
left and right panel respectively. The dashed purple line represents the scaled class A11.2 profile given by cluster 4, the dashed orange line is the
secondary component, and the bright magenta line represents the linear combination of these two components. We note that the small undulations
in the red wing of the profiles are residual fringes present due to incomplete fringe removal.

(Bernstein et al. 1996; Wagner et al. 2000; Sadjadi et al. 2015;
Maltseva et al. 2018; Sundararajan et al. 2019; Buragohain
et al. 2020; Pla et al. 2020; Yang et al. 2020), overtones of the
aromatic C-H stretching mode (Barker et al. 1987), combination
bands (Allamandola et al. 1989), and a combination thereof.
Additional information on the carrier candidates can be obtained
from the scissoring modes of aliphatic C-H at 6.85 and 7.35 µm
and out-of-plane C-H bands in the 12–15 µm. However, Chown
et al. (2024) reported that the aliphatic bands at 6.85 and 7.35 µm
are very weak (and only present in the template spectra of DF 2
and DF 3 in a large extraction aperture). Furthermore, inclusion
of bands in the 12–15 µm region to the clustering experiments
do not add new information. Several studies reported that the
relative importance of the aliphatic bands with respect to the
aromatic bands decreases with increasing intensity of the FUV
radiation field reflecting that aliphatic bonds are less stable than
aromatic ones (Geballe et al. 1989; Joblin et al. 1996; Sloan et al.
1997; Mori et al. 2014; Pilleri et al. 2015; Lai et al. 2020, 2023).
The clustering results clearly indicate a concerted behaviour of
the bands in the 3.4–3.6 µm region: the 3.4 complex, 3.46, 3.51,
and 3.56 µm bands all vary in the same fashion, peaking in DF 3
and the region slightly behind DF 2. This behaviour is con-
firmed by the morphology of these band intensities individually
(Peeters et al. 2024). This concerted behaviour of the 3.4–3.6 µm
emission implies that the carriers of each of these components
must all be most abundant in DF 3 and either get destroyed or
evolve in the same way into carriers of other bands in the other
PDR zones. We note that the distinct behaviour of the intensities
of the components making up the 3.4 µm complex (3.395,
3.403, and 3.424 µm components), as reported by Peeters et al.
(2024), is also picked up by the clustering algorithm. Indeed,
the morphological similarity of the 3.395 µm band intensity to
the 3.29 µm band intensity instead of the 3.403 µm intensity is
recovered in the 3.4 µm band profile of the mean cluster profiles
(Fig. 3). We are compelled by the similarity of the spatial
variation of the 3.4–3.6 µm emission bands to hypothesise that
their carriers originate from the same PAH side group attached
to similar-sized PAHs. Their concerted spatial behaviour
requires that their carriers have similar sensitivity to photolysis.

Different bonds within aliphatic subgroups attached to PAHs
have distinct dissociation rates (Joblin et al. 1996; Tielens 2008).
Our clustering results therefore point to a single sidegroup
that is responsible for the observed emission. Furthermore, the
dissociation rate for a given bond within an aliphatic subgroup
depends on the size of the PAH to which it is attached (Joblin
et al. 1996; Tielens 2008). Combined with the dependence of the
PAH excitation on size (Schutte et al. 1993), our results further
suggest that this sidegroup is attached to similar-sized PAHs.
Further, we eliminate resonances between CC and CH in-plane
bending modes from the possible causes of this uniform vari-
ation of features in this wavelength region. We do not observe
what would be consequential shifts in the peak position of the
3.3 µm feature or blending on the red wing as traced by our
clustering results (Mackie 2018; Mackie et al. 2022). Finally, we
exclude superhydrogenated PAHs as the carriers of the 3.4 µm
band in the Orion Bar based on the fact that superhydrogenated
PAHs only reside in very benign environments and cannot be the
carriers of the 3.4 µm band in the reflection nebula NGC 7023
(Andrews et al. 2016). Further investigation is required to
identify the carriers of the bands in the 3.4–3.6 µm region.

5.4.2. The 11.2 profile classes

The clustering results for the 11.2 µm band suggest the presence
of at least two components, one carrying the 11.207 compo-
nent and the other one carrying the 11.25 µm component. The
former component dominates the class A11.2 profile while the lat-
ter dominate the class B11.2 profile. The transition between both
classes can then be interpreted as a changing relative importance
of these two components. To investigate this hypothesis, we take
the cluster profiles for the 10.9–11.63 µm region, normalised
to peak intensity, and decompose the class B11.2 profile from
our clustering results (given by cluster 4; Fig. 6) into a linear
combination of the class A11.2 profile (given by cluster 1) and
the difference between the class B11.2 profile and a secondary
component. We determine this secondary component (referred
to as component 2) by subtracting the scaled class A11.2 pro-
file (77%) from the class B11.2 profile. We find 0.77 to be the
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Fig. 10. Spatial morphology of the 11.25/11.207 intensity ratio (i.e. the
ratio of the surface brightness at 11.25 µm to the surface brightness
at 11.207 µm after continuum subtraction). The 11.25 µm component
dominates over the 11.207 µm component in the deeper regions of the
PDR, past DF 1, especially in DF 3.

suitable coefficient by which to multiply this secondary compo-
nent by manual experimentation with the aim to scale the class
A11.2 profile to fit entirely inside the B11.2 profile. We can suc-
cessfully re-create the other normalised cluster profiles using
linear combinations of component 2 and the class A11.2 profile
(Fig. 9)4. Certainly, the carriers of each of the class A11.2 and
B11.2 components are independent.

We propose that PAH clusters or VSGs carry this 11.25 µm
component. These PAH clusters (or VSGs) must exist predomi-
nantly in DF 3, deep into the molecular PDR, as visualised by the
cluster zones in Fig. 6 as well as by the ratio of the surface bright-
ness at 11.25 µm to the surface brightness at 11.207 µm (after
continuum subtraction) illustrated in Fig. 10. This intensity ratio
map shows the 11.25 µm component peaking over the 11.207 µm
component in DF 3. The carriers of the 11.25 µm component
must also be independent of the carriers of the 11.207 µm com-
ponent, as demonstrated in Fig. 9, and thus exist solely in the
deeper regions of the PDR, furthest from the IF. This can be
attributed to the fact that the binding energy of PAH clusters is
low (∼50 meV per C atom, e.g. the binding energy for a coronene
cluster is ∼2.5 eV; Tielens 2021). PAH clusters or VSGs can eas-
ily be photolysed due to the increasing FUV radiation field in the
direction of the PDR surface at the IF.

4 To recover the intermediate 11.2 µm band profile of cluster 2, we
combine 96.5% of the class A11.2 profile and 30% of the component 2.
To recover the intermediate profile of cluster 3, we combine 88.3% of
the class A11.2 profile and 67% of the component 2.

Though we do see variation in the other bands studied here
which also vary as function of increasing distance from the IF
(for example, the intensifying of the 3.4/3.3 band ratio and the
broadening of the band profiles), we do not see any other emis-
sion band component which appears or disappears in this fashion
for any of the other zones in the PDR. Hence, there is no evi-
dence in our results that point to a new contribution in any of the
shorter-wavelength bands. The carriers of the 11.25 µm compo-
nent must then undergo a molecular transition in the photolysis
process such that they do not affect the other bands emitting
shorter wavelengths. These carriers, the PAH clusters, are molec-
ular predecessors to the carriers of the bands located at shorter
wavelengths.

However, it is important to note that we do indeed observe
broadening in several shorter wavelength bands in DF 3 com-
pared to those in the atomic PDR (this paper, Peeters et al. 2024;
Chown et al. 2024). In addition, while we attribute part of the
broadening of the 11.2 µm band to the relative importance of
2 individual components (A11.2 profile and component 2; Fig. 9),
component 2 has a broader profile than the A11.2 profile. Spectral
broadening is generally attributed to more highly excited species
and Peeters et al. (2024) and Chown et al. (2024) concluded that
smaller, labile PAH species are present in DF 3 and not in the
atomic PDR. The fact that the clustering results calculated on
the 11.2 µm wavelength region recover strikingly similar clus-
tering results for the 6.2 µm region (see Fig. 8) then implies that
these smaller, labile PAH species and PAH clusters are equally
sensitive to photolysis and both are destroyed as the FUV radi-
ation field increases in the direction towards the PDR surface.
Moreover, a similar effect on these smaller species can then be
expected for the 11.2 µm emission as for the shorter wavelength
band profiles in DF 3. This then implies that the width of the blue
component in our linear decomposition (A11.2 profile) slightly
increases from the atomic PDR towards DF 3 as observed for
the shorter wavelength bands. This broadening of the blue com-
ponent of the 11.2 µm profile due to the smaller-sized PAH
population however does not dominate the observed changes in
the 11.2 µm profile which is driven by the relative contribution
of the PAH clusters. In addition, the larger width of component 2
with respect to that of the blue component then reflects different
emission characteristics of PAHs and PAH clusters.

A broader 11.2 µm emission band is also observed in
the template spectrum assigned to PAH clusters obtained
with BSS (Sect. 5.3.3; Berné et al. 2007; Pilleri et al. 2012;
Foschino et al. 2019; Rosenberg et al. 2011). This BSS template
spectrum is dominated by a broad emission band peaking near
8.0 µm, has additional emission bands near 6.2 and 3.3 µm
but lacks a well-defined emission band near 3.4 µm. Hence,
this template spectrum associated with PAH clusters differs
from the emission attributed to PAH clusters in this paper. We
note that regions with an enhanced population of PAH clusters
exhibit increased emission in the 8.0 µm region. This enhanced
emission extends to longer wavelengths with respect to the
broad 8.0 µm emission band in the BSS template associated
with PAH clusters and we find no evidence in our results that
point to a new contribution. Given that the wavelength of the
in-plane bending modes of PAHs increases with increasing
PAH size (e.g. Bauschlicher et al. 2008; Bauschlicher 2009)
and with decreasing PAH edge defects (such as bay regions,
Peeters et al. 2017, Ricca et al. 2024), this enhanced emission
may arise from smaller PAHs or PAHs with more edge defects.
The clustering results indicate that the population in DF 3
consists of smaller, labile PAHs (with respect to those in the
atomic PDR) and PAH cluster that are equally sensitive to
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photolysis. As such, the BSS method may be less sensitive
to the distinction of both populations as it relies on spatial
variation. However, we note that the BSS method was applied
to a mosaic of low spectral resolution data (Berné et al. 2007;
Pilleri et al. 2012) as well as integrated medium spectral
resolution data (without spatial information; Foschino et al.
2019). Hence, a firm conclusion about this difference awaits the
results of the BSS method applied to the same dataset as used
here (for the NIR AIBs, see Schroetter 2024). The BSS results
also indicated that the contribution of PAH clusters increases
with decreasing strength of the FUV radiation field (Pilleri
et al. 2012). This is consistent with our findings that the relative
contribution of component 2 increases with distance from the
IF (Figs. 6, 9, and B.4) suggesting a dependence on the strength
of the local FUV radiation field. This then extends the reported
dependence of the central wavelength of the 11.2 µm bands in
circumstellar environments on the effective temperature of the
central star (which is a indication of the strength of the radiation
field impinging on the PAH population; Sloan et al. 2007; Keller
et al. 2008) to resolved PDRs.

6. Conclusions

We performed a variability analysis on the PAH emission in
the Orion Bar using bisecting k-means clustering, an unsuper-
vised machine learning algorithm. We applied this clustering
algorithm to spectra from both NIRSpec-IFU and MIRI-MRS
onboard JWST for the 3.2–3.6 µm region in the case of the
NIRSpec data, and the 5.95–6.6, 7.25–8.95 and 10.9–11.63 µm
regions for the MIRI-MRS dataset. These regions were selected
as they correspond to major vibrational emission bands of PAHs
at 3.3, 6.2, 7.7, and 11.2 µm, respectively. Specifically, we gen-
erated mean spectral profiles for each cluster calculated from the
PAH emission in each of these wavelength regions, as well as
detailed spatial maps associated with each cluster throughout
the Bar. This wealth of spatial and spectral data has allowed us
to connect variations between bands with one another as well
as to derived a nuanced understanding of the variation in the
underlying PAH populations across the Bar’s varying physical
conditions.

Applying the bisecting k-means clustering algorithm to mul-
tiple prominent PAH emission profiles results in well-defined
cluster zones that correlate with the spatial stratification of physi-
cal conditions within the Bar across the ionised to the molecular,
UV-shielded zone. We find that clustering captures subtle differ-
ences in profile changes driven by the strength of the local FUV
radiation field. In addition, our clustering application on the
10.9–11.63 µm wavelength region reveals the transition between
class A and class B 11.2 µm band profiles as defined in van
Diedenhoven et al. (2004), consistent with the results of Chown
et al. (2024). We also find that the clustering application cal-
culated on the 10.9–11.63 µm region reproduces the cluster
assignments for the 5.95–6.6 µm region.

Our clustering results capture a united behaviour in the bands
which make up the 3.4–3.6 µm region. They are found to exist
most abundantly in the Bar in DF 3, and evolve or are destroyed
with increasing FUV radiation in the direction towards the IF.
We deduce, from the similarity in the spatial variation in these
bands, that they are carried by the same PAH side group attached
to similarly sized PAHs. We also reveal that the carriers of the
11.207 and 11.25 µm components of the 11.2 µm profile, which
dominate the class A11.2 and B11.2 profiles, respectively, are inde-
pendent. We have extracted the two components of the 11.2 µm
feature which may help in the identification of their carriers. We

propose PAH clusters or VSGs to be the carriers of the 11.25 µm
component, as they are found to exist solely in the deeper regions
of the PDR and their low binding energies dictate their destruc-
tion in the direction towards the IF. Finally, we find a dependence
on the characteristics of the 11.2 µm profile and the strength of
the FUV radiation field.

Our clustering results shed light on the morphology of the
physical zones within the Bar in great detail. Clustering on
PAH emission, which is coupled to local physical conditions,
therefore also identifies clusters of spatial regions which share
similar physical conditions. These clusters, coupled with their
corresponding spectral information, outline the specific physi-
cal conditions for each zone as well as give context for relative
differences or similarities between those of the other clusters.
Though, at this point in time, the exact physical or chemical pro-
cesses which control the evolution of the interstellar PAH family
(and therefore the observed spectral variations) are unknown.
Future observations with JWST and the Atacama Large Mil-
limeter Array (ALMA), for example, may shed light on this.
Such observations may, when coupled with PAH spectra and a
similar clustering analysis, provide astronomers a tool for pin-
pointing these varying physical conditions in galaxies far away.
Cluster zone maps therefore offer detailed maps which highlight
transitions between physical zones limited only by spatial reso-
lution. In this way, a clustering application on PAH emission is
a much more powerful tool for identifying variations in physi-
cal conditions than what may be the case from studying intensity
variations between lines alone.

Overall, we find extraordinary potential for unsupervised
machine learning techniques, namely clustering algorithms, as
PAH spectral analysis tools. The consistency of our results with
those of existing studies which employ traditional spectral analy-
sis methods (e.g. Peeters et al. 2024; Chown et al. 2024) validates
the use of such a technique in this space.

Further focused studies on PAH emission in the 3.2–3.6 and
11.2 µm emission regions may uncover greater insight into the
carriers of the 3.4–3.6 µm emission and the class B11.2 profiles.
Future studies regarding the use of unsupervised machine learn-
ing in astrochemistry will lead to an enhanced understanding
of the abilities of such algorithms within the context of such
spectral analyses. We have only just begun to highlight the poten-
tial that such clustering algorithms can have for PAH variability
studies.
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Appendix A: Elbow plots

The elbow plots generated for each of the 3.2–3.6, 5.95–6.6,
7.25–8.95, and 10.9–11.63 µm wavelength regions are given in
Fig. A.1. The elbow plots generated prior to the initial and
secondary rounds of clustering involving in the Atomic-PDR-
focused clustering experiments are given in Fig. A.2. We also
report the silhouette scores and elbow points for each experiment
in Table A.1.

Table A.1. Average silhouette scores and elbow points for each of the
clustering experiments are given.

∆λ # Silhouette Elbow
[µm] Clusters Score Point

3.2-3.6 2 0.57 4
3.2-3.6 3 0.457 4
3.2-3.6 4 0.328 4
3.2-3.6 5 0.286 4
3.2-3.6 6 0.268 4
3.2-3.6 7 0.271 4

5.95-6.60 2 0.521 4
5.95-6.60 3 0.404 4
5.95-6.60 4 0.306 4
5.95-6.60 5 0.273 4
5.95-6.60 6 0.26 4
5.95-6.60 7 0.212 4
7.25-8.95 2 0.403 5
7.25-8.95 3 0.416 5
7.25-8.95 4 0.420 5
7.25-8.95 5 0.423 5
7.25-8.95 6 0.306 5
7.25-8.95 7 0.228 5

10.90-11.63 2 0.612 4
10.90-11.63 3 0.476 4
10.90-11.63 4 0.469 4
10.90-11.63 5 0.456 4
10.90-11.63 6 0.405 4
10.90-11.63 7 0.397 4

<13.2 (a) 2 0.471 5
<13.2 3 0.493 5
<13.2 4 0.349 5
<13.2 5 0.336 5
<13.2 6 0.33 5
<13.2 7 0.33 5

Notes. (a)Here are silhouette scores for the secondary round of cluster-
ing applied to the pixels belonging to the cluster from the initial round
of clustering that coincides most closely to the atomic PDR.
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Fig. A.1. Distortion scores for clustering applied in the 3.2-3.6, 5.95-6.6, 7.25-8.95, and 10.9-11.63 µm region plotted as a function of the number
of clusters used. The inflection point, or ‘elbow’, in the distortion curve is highlighted with the dashed black line. As is shown, four clusters are
optimal for each wavelength regime.

Fig. A.2. Distortion scores for clustering on the first (left) and second (right) round of clustering for the 4.9-13.2 µm region in the MIRI MRS
dataset as a function of the number of clusters used. The inflection point, or ‘elbow’, in the distortion curve is highlighted with the dashed black
line. In the case of the first round of clustering across the entire, cleaned MIRI MRS footprint, four clusters are optimal. In the case of the clustering
focused to pixels belonging to the cluster coincident with the atomic PDR, five clusters are optimal.
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Appendix B: Further clustering applications

Averaged spectral profiles for clusters calculated on each of the
3.2−3.6, 5.95−6.6, 7.25−8.95 and 10.9−11.63 µm wavelength
regions were calculated on a number of clusters ranging from
three to seven, inclusively. These average cluster profiles along
with the corresponding spatial maps for the cluster zones, are
given in Figs. B.1, B.2, B.3 and B.4, respectively, and for the
4.9-13.2 um region in Fig. B.5. The mean spectral profile and
corresponding cluster zone map for the clustering application on
the 3.29 µm feature (from 3.2 − 3.36 µm) are given in Fig. B.6.
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Fig. B.1. Average spectral profile (left) and spatial footprint (right) for clusters determined in the 3.2 − 3.6 µm region. Each cluster is labelled with
a number (in an arbitrary manner). Shading and normalisation (left), and labels and masked pixels (right) are the same as in Fig. 3.
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Fig. B.2. Average spectral profile (left) and spatial footprint (right) for clusters determined in the 5.95 − 6.6 µm region. Each cluster is labelled
with a number (in an arbitrary manner). Shading and normalisation (left), and labels and masked pixels (right) are the same as in Fig. 4.
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Fig. B.3. The average spectral profile (left) and spatial footprint (right) for clusters determined in the 7.25− 8.95 µm region. Each cluster is labelled
with a number (in an arbitrary manner). Shading and normalisation (left), and labels and masked pixels (right) are the same as in Fig. 5.
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Fig. B.4. Average spectral profile (left) and spatial footprint (right) for clusters determined in the 10.9 − 11.63 µm region. Each cluster is labelled
with a number (in an arbitrary manner). Shading and normalisation (left), and labels and masked pixels (right) are the same as in Fig. 6.
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Fig. B.5. Spatial footprint of the MIRI MRS FOV is colour-coded by cluster assignment for three (top left), five (top right), six (bottom left) and
seven (bottom right) clusters applied to the 4.9 − 13.2 µm region. Cluster assignment is calculated on the secondary round of clustering applied
only to those pixels belonging to cluster 3 in the initial round of clustering (see Fig. 7). Cluster and FOV labels are the same as in Fig. 7.
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Fig. B.6. Average spectral profile (left) and spatial footprint (right) for clusters determined in the 3.2 − 3.36 µm region. Each cluster is labelled
with a number (in an arbitrary manner). Shading and normalisation (left), and labels and masked pixels (right) are the same as in Fig. 3.

Appendix C: Further comparison of clustering
results

Comparisons of the mean spectral profiles and cluster zone maps
for each of the 7.25 − 8.95 and 3.2 − 3.6 µm regions with those
based on clusters from the 10.9 − 11.63 µm region were also
performed. The results from these experiments are given in Figs.
C.1 and C.2, respectively.
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Fig. C.1. Average spectral profiles (left) for the 7.25− 8.95 µm region obtained from clustering assignment based on the 7.25− 8.95 µm region and
the corresponding cluster zones (right) are given in the top two frames. The average spectral profiles (left) for the 7.25 − 8.95 µm region obtained
from clustering assignment based on the 10.9 − 11.63 µm region and the corresponding cluster zones (right) are given in the bottom two frames.
Cluster and FOV labels are the same as in Fig. 8.
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Fig. C.2. Average spectral profiles (left) for the 3.2 − 3.6 µm region obtained from clustering assignment based on the 3.2 − 3.6 µm region and the
corresponding cluster zones (right) are given in the top two frames. The average spectral profiles (left) for the 3.2 − 3.6 µm region obtained from
clustering assignment based on the 10.9 − 11.63 µm region and the corresponding cluster zones (right) are given in the bottom two frames. Note
that due to differences in the spatial resolution of the NIRSpec and MIRI MRS datasets, there are small discrepancies in the pixel masks, such are
apparent in the lower right panel. Cluster and FOV labels are the same as in Fig. 8.
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